
Broadbean Analytics Suite
All your recruitment data in one dashboard

Your recruitment ecosystem on one screen
Broadbean Analytics Suite merges disparate pre-hire metrics into a single 

narrative. It is data software that tells the story of the organization’s recruitment 

ecosystem. Broadbean Analytics Suite allows users to view their entire 

recruitment process from the performance of individual recruiters, hiring 

managers and requisitions - as well as providing measurement on the overall 

performance of your recruitment funnel & advertising sources.

The platform is designed to deliver trustworthy data that has been compiled and 

standardized. Conversations are held internally every day to discuss the 

performance of recruitment teams and strategies. The on-screen information 

facilitates clear understandings and emboldens decision making, so each recruiting 

dollar is spent as effectively as possible.

Unite your data and make it work for you
From job boards and aggregators to social media and referral platforms, the 

average enterprise company uses 12 different sources to attract candidates. In 

addition, company’s use an applicant tracking system (ATS) or human resource 

information system (HRIS) to manage the hiring process. Over the course of weeks, 

months and years, countless data points tallying the performance of recruitment 

strategies amass in these systems, and often go unseen. 

Human resources professionals understanding the latent value of pre-hire data, 

but measuring the efficacy of each recruitment source requires manual analysis 

and ongoing maintenance that falls beyond the scope of most talent acquisition 

teams. Even when data can be compiled, it is usually not standardized to extract 

meaningful insights. While most applicant tracking systems provide basic reporting 

tools, only Broadbean Analytics Suite can aggregate data in an effective manner to 

tell the whole story.

Set better expectations & yield better results
Backed by accurate data and easy-to-comprehend reports, Broadbean Analytics 

Suite allows recruiters to easily set expectations for hiring managers, make the case for 

alternative recruitment tactics and budget appropriately. Our visual reports can be 

broken down by candidate source, job title or even a specific requisition to identify the 

best course of action for sourcing in the future.

Not every company defines success in their recruiting metrics the same way. Our 

knowledgeable onboarding team works with your company to provide definitions of 

your metrics - resulting in continuity across all reports. CareerBuilder's customer 

support group ensures each organization’s data and recruitment information is 

organized and successfully updating in Broadbean Analytics Suite daily.

Features: 

• Consolidate Data Sources
Compile multiple data sets into a single, 
easy-to-read dashboard

• Partner Performance Review
Precise performance results of advertising 
sources, from applications received to cost of a 
hire

• Recruitment Performance Results
View the overall results of your sourcing efforts 
at an aggregate level, or by division or position

• Recruiter EKG
Real time benchmarking of your recruiters, hiring 
managers and other team members

• Diversity Reports
Ensure hires, applicants and interview 
candidates are meeting diversity targets

• Customer Support and Adoption
Work with expert project managers to ensure 
accurate data and usage

http://hiring.careerbuilder.com/


Tell the whole story of your recruitment data
Transform your talent acquisition decision making process.

How long was your position open?

Where was the hired candidate 

originally sourced?

How does it compare to other 

similar jobs?

How have my various resources 

performed on this opening?

Where are your candidates 

in the hiring process?
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Broadbean Analytics Suite is part of the Talentstream Technologies suite of solutions 
that bring together all the tools you need to manage the entire recruitment process.
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